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Learning meets wonder when you invite numbers to come play in your imagination! First think
of One peeking out from the nightLike a point, or a dot, or a shimmering light. But when One
finds a friend to run from or run to,Then we can’t call both “One”—that new One must
be Two! And should you want something to go in between,You’ll need a new number, a number
like Three. Four makes a square when it’s standing around,But what would you see if it flies off
the ground? And then when another new One comes to mind,Yell out its name if you know it . . .
it’s Five! Do you like the way that these numbers are sounding?Then join our adventure to count
beyond counting! Hello Numbers! What Can You Do? is not like any other counting book. As
each “new One” appears on the scene, the numbers’ antics hint at ever-deeper math. Young
readers ages 3 to 6 will not only count along, but begin to wonder about symmetry, angles,
shapes, and more.Written by the mathematician-and-poet team Edmund Harriss and Houston
Hughes, and illustrated by longstanding New York Times artist Brian Rea, this rollicking, rhyming
book will take you to a whole new world of numbers.

“An appealingly energetic visualization of numbers. . . . Rea’s wide-eyed dots, each brightly color-
coded to the number they represent, cavort in a grayscale universe, coming together and
breaking apart while introducing concepts such as symmetry, angles, and shapes, and finally
inviting children to keep counting as high as they can go.”—Publishers WeeklyAbout the
AuthorEdmund Harriss is a mathematician, artist, and assistant professor at the University of
Arkansas. He is the discoverer of the Harriss spiral and the creator of the construction toy
Curvahedra. He is the coauthor of Hello Numbers, What Can You Do? and the coauthor and
illustrator of two mathematical coloring books: Patterns of the Universe and Visions of the
Universe. He lives in Fayetteville, Arkansas.Houston Hughes specializes in combining written
and spoken word with other art forms, and he has produced hundreds of live shows in
collaboration with musicians, chefs, scientists, mathematicians, painters, dancers, and
vaudeville acts. He is working every day to be a better person, and he’s doing it all in Fayetteville,
Arkansas.Brian Rea draws and paints for books, magazines, fashion, and film. He illustrates the
longstanding New York Times column Modern Love, teaches at the ArtCenter College of
Design, and exhibits his artwork worldwide. His book Death Wins a Goldfish imagines the title
character on a much-needed vacation. He lives in Los Angeles.
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To Alex and Erin:Thank you for your contagious joy and for reminding me to never stop
asking what numbers can do.—Edmund To Alyssa Monkeyface Littlebear Tyrannosarus,the best
One there ever will be.Love you More than the whole wide world,More than the whole entire
universe!Your picture is on my fridge,Your memory is in my heart.—Houston To Kristina and
Miko:In my book, you count the most.—Brian

In the emptiest space, on the blankest of page,There exists so much nothing that it needs a
name!Like Zip, Zero, Zilch, or Diddly-Squat,Null or Nil or Nada or Naught.Can you think of
nothing? Can you calm your brainTill it’s still like a canvas just waiting for paint?Just the sound of
your breath and the beat of your heart—This is the best way for counting to start.

Now what if inside of that big, empty space,Where once there was nothing, you dream up . . . a
face?!Or a point, or a dot, or a shimmering lightLike a lone shining beacon in darkest of
night. Now that the nothing is no longer none,“None” needs a new name, and that name is . . .
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Nova's List, “Educational & Fun Rhyming book. “Wow!” was my thought after we finished reading
this book during one of our son’s bedtime stories last week. It’s no secret I love well written, well
illustrated, educational, and rhyming books. This book delivers all in folds. Rhyming is so
important for children to understand and play with language. This book rhymes in such a natural
and eloquent way.This is a fun way of introducing mathematical concepts (counting, arithmetic,
symmetry, geometry) and even some grammar! I especially love the ending.This book provides
many opportunities to ask inquiry based questions to encourage a back and forth dialogue. Well
written with rhyming and whimsically illustrated, this is a terrific educational math book. One of
my favorite picture books of 2020. Highly recommend.”

Mark Alznauer, “A counting book so marvelous it might transform its readers into
mathematicians. How do you make numbers come alive? How do you make numbers into
something you can imagine, dream about, and even physically feel? Harriss starts with an
invitation: “Can you think of nothing?” he asks, and then offers some advice. “Can you calm your
brain / Till it’s still like a canvas just waiting for paint?” And then even deeper, “Just the sound of
your breath and the beat of your heart – This is the best way for counting to start.” Now, onto this
empty stage Harriss and Hughes bring the numbers in one by one.But it’s not the typical
counting book in which the numbers are merely naming a quantity – three ducks, four monkeys,
ten llamas. Here we are invited to see numbers in comparison to other numbers. “One NEEDS to
compare,” the narrator says, right before Two enters. And, there is no sense that Two (or any
other number for that matter) is a set thing, a stagnant thing. Instead Two opens up possibilities:
the chance for symmetry and evenness, which in turn open up a longing for “something to go in
between.” And so enters Three. Now the spatial possibilities get really exciting. The numbers
(each their own One, their own dot-guy) can group in different ways, they can form different
shapes, and those shapes can stretch and distort as the number-guys head this way and
that.Again and again, you, the reader, are asked to imagine, to see in your mind, to zoom out
and in, to watch the numbers cavort, and think about how the addition of each new number-guy
changes what’s possible. What can we do now? What does this new collection of number-guys
make? How do the previous groupings still exist within this new configuration?The book ends by
piling up new questions: “Can you split them in two? Do they have symmetry? … Can you add
your Ones up, and then fling them apart / So the space in your brain’s like a sky full of stars?”
And then finally he hints at infinity. “What number’s the biggest you see in your mind? Now could
you add One to it, just one more time?” And of course, at this point in our minds, we see one
more number guy trotting on stage, and know in our bones there are more number-guys back
there, waiting in the wings.This story is a call to play with numbers, to let them dance and move,
form triangles and stars, to group and regroup, and never to resolve into mere sad, little facts.
Harriss transforms counting into a joyous theater of number play.”



G. Waddell, “Fantastic kids book with mathematics built in. This is a wonderful childrens book.
Hands down a very readable, enjoyable book that introduces ideas of mathematics, written by a
mathematician. This book is one that should be read to kids over and over again, until they can
read it for themselves and find beauty and joy in numbers.In addition, if you are looking for a gift
for those with children, or those with young kids who are intrigued by math, or those with kids
who are scared of math, you should get this book. It starts off as a counting book, and takes you
to a place where number theory and very deep thoughts about mathematics live. It is well worth
your time and dollars to buy and share this book.”

Gary C., “Challenging. Good book for numbers to help little ones get started. However, not easy
for 4-5 year old kids. Lots of adult explaining to do.”

Tara Griffith, “Fun and educational. A fun and educational way to help introduce counting and
eventually principles of basic arithmetic and geometry. I love that it will be educational for many
years.”

Linda S Edmondson, “Pre-k. Love the book in Pre-k.”

Emilee M, “A little complicated. This is a great book to teach children about numbers and how
they function together. It also hits on shapes. Most likely an adult will need to read this book with
a child to help them interpret all the concepts explained in it's pages.Thanks to NetGalley and
The Experiment for the free digital copy for my review.”

The book by Edmund Harriss has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 25 people have provided feedback.
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